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- Application Type: ERC Support
- Your University: Your Name
- Status: In Preparation
- Application number: ERC-2021-1091

Please refer to the ERC PROPOSAL PREPARATION SUPPORT GUIDELINE DOCUMENT before filling in the Application Form

Details of Applicant

- Applicant Name: Your Name
- Applicant Position: Your Position
- Telephone of Individual: Your Telephone Number
- E-mail of Individual: Your Email Address
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**Select EU Country**

* Please indicate which EU country you are targeting:

EU Country:

* Is this a submission to the Enterprise Ireland Horizon Europe scheme?

In the case of a submission, details of the previously submitted proposal including name, acronym, proposal number, Call IC, whether or not it received EU support funding for the first submission, and the score that was awarded to the proposal in the previous evaluation should be accompanied by a list of the major weaknesses identified in the evaluation (briefly attach the ERA) and a statement of how the applicant plans to overcome these weaknesses in the resubmission.

* Funding scheme:

* Call identifier:

Call closing date:

* EI project acronym:

* EI Title of project:

* Total project requested

* EI contribution:
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**GENERAL** **PROPOSED PROJECT** **DOCUMENTS** **EXTENDED PROJECT DETAILS**

* Optional

Track Record

Any additional information you wish to provide
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**GENERAL** **PROPOSED PROJECT** **DOCUMENTS** **EXTENDED PROJECT DETAILS**

**Costs involved in preparing the EU Proposal**

* Name of National Contact Point:

Name of approved college:

* Total Cost:

**Research Office**
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